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Abstract

Tradilional O.R. syslems are c.ftpared wilh problem solving in Anificial lnlclligence via
Expert Systds. The d'scussbn @nte.s on cxplicil knowledge rePreseolation Tbe generd

aspeds dre illuskaled by 1wo planning systcms:
. LESP 2: A leaming systeft ld inspection plar cene.alion
. IDA: A system tor tinding functions and solulio.s in @nslruclion

Xeywords: Planning syslems, experr systems. knowledge represe.ration, inspeclion plds,
conslruclron plans.

0, Introduction

Traditionauy, planning systems have as a rule been generated using o.R.
methods. In recent years Expert Slstems and AI methods have also served to
tackle these problems. Both alternatives have their specific advantages and
weaknesses, which in lurn rcstrict their appropriat€ fields of application. Roughly
speaking. the use of Al methods appears adequate, if lhere is a lack of uniform
mathematical modelling änd complex knowledge structures require flexible possi-
bilities of expression which do not exist in the language of conventioniil al-
gorithms.

In üe following we will discuss these aspects and will present two Expert
Syslems LESP 2 and IDA as examples of planning systems in which AI meth-
ods are applied.

l. Asp€cts ol traditional O.R. sistem

If o.R. melhods are used one tnes to describe a given situation by means of
modelling, which allows to solve problems through mathematical operalions and
algorilhms. This provides the advanlage that due to a considerable level of
know-how and experience in this domain many cases can be handled in an
optimal way. The scope of such methods is being extended permanently Thus it
has become possible to deal wiü problems of impressive dimensions far beyond
human abilities. There is no reason to replace O-R. systems working in a
satisfactory manner by any other methods.
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There are, however, many tasks rcsulting from real applications where purc
O.R. methods are not able to supply "adequate" solutions. Here the term
"adequate" is interpreted in different but always informal ways. This is revealed
by the fact that the language capacities of knowledge representation in O.R.
systems are rather restdcted. A language with a limited scope of expressions is
not or not sufficiendy-adequate to describe complex situations.

First of all we will consider the design of a mathematical model lor an O.R.
procedure. Here the intuitive relations between the objects of the real situation
are lost, unless they are explici(ly part of the model. These semanlic relations then
only exist in the designer's mind. They can only be communicated by references
to agreements made earlier; but above all they are nol accessible to the system
itself. Particularly in the case of highly efficient procedures, due to the simpliciry
cf the model, intentions of the initial problem may in addition be misrepresenled_

The procedures following the modelling stage use agaiü a language with an
expressive power comparable to the propositionirl calculus. This does not exclude
at all that far more complex problems can be deah with. They have. however, to
be encoded, and it becomes impossible to recognize them from the linguistic
point of view. The designer who knows the code can of course talk about the
system, but he is no longer able to make these "meta-refleclions" accessible to the
system. If such meta-reflections are sufficiently complex the user may wish to
aulomate them. If this attempt fails due to an insufficient expressiveness of th€
programming language, then for the corresponding tasks a solution in general or
a good solution (both in the sense of the model) may no longer be found.

The loss of semantic information results in the fact that O.R. methods are
more or less used as black box methods. It is generally impossible !o explain parts
of the solution to a naive user. In particular there is no possibility of adding a
Ilexible explanation component to the system. This has two consequences:
Firstly, even a slritable solution may not be accepted if it is not entirely
understood. The mere mathematical conectness of a solution would not be
considered to be adequate. Secondly, the possibilities for interactive work are
strongly restricted, too. The user can only apply his skills if he understands
sufficiently well the actual state of a problem solving process. If this is not the
case lhe problem may not even be solved at all.

2. Appmaches to problem solving in Al: expert systems

Since the mid sixties, parallel to the development of O-R. systems, research
groups have been engag€d in solving problems which were either not adequate
representable in numerical forms or could not be solved analydcally due to their
high complexity. Here the fundamental new idea was to solve such problems by
imitating human pattems of thought and behaviour.
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Essentially, Expert Syslems differ from O.R. sysrems in providing explicit
represcnaations of the available knowledge. Here explicil knowledge representa-
lion means üat knowledge is represented in a formalism which is similar ro the
way it is structured in the mind. These demands require new programming
techniques $hich will be briefly presented in the follo\Äing sections- T)?ical
applicalions are problems with varving or dlnandc constraints.

The methods of knowledge representation that have been developed and
applied basically by Artificial Intelligence are no longer pdmarily oiented
to$ards traditional models of computation and computer architectures. but
lowards cognilive human abilities. Hence one is farther a*'ay ftom lraditional
formalisms and available hard' and software but closer Io human problem solving
abilities. Onc of the main challenges to Artificial lntelligence is to study situa-
tions in which these melhods can be applied efficiently.

2.I. A ST]RV!]Y OF THE MOST IVPORTANT METHODS OF KNOWLEDGE REPRF]SBN.
fA f ! ( )N

One ot the striking properties of methods ior (explicit) knowledge representa-
tion is their strongl.v declarative character. This ailows to represent knowledge
aboul a problem wrthout already programming the acrual algorithms for a
solution- This solution is found by an infcrential componenl which is applied to
thc available knowledge. In this way a large scope of problems can be tackled.

So far four meüods have been established:
(i) Rule-based representation is the earliest one. The knowledge is put into

so-called "if-then' rules which are later ou processed by a rule interpreter.
This way of represenlation is based on the assumption thal the knowledge of
experls can be defined adequately in this "if... then' manner. Thercfore, the
earl-t E\pefl Svsle s sucb as DE-NDRAL (Buchanan et al. [3]). MYCTN
(Sho lilfe [12]) or R l(Mc Dcrmott [8]), *ere purely rule-bascd systems.
Although these syslems have been successful in principle. they neverlheless
revealed the deficiencies of the rule-based approach. Declarative knowledge
repr€sentation of contexts and nesled lacts lurns out to be very tedious;
moreover structuring is not supported. Procedural knowledge about the
application of the rules which is necessäry for their efficient use can again
onl) be expressed implicidy.

(ii) The use of predicate calculus is a well-known, theorelically well-founded and
widely favored way of representation. Languages such as PROLOG (Clock
sin et al. [4]) and Krypton (Brachman el al. [2]) afe results of this approach.
Yet. unlil no\l, for these languages there have only been available inefficient
(Krypton) or incomplete and incorrect (PROLOC) deduction components.
The variety of possible methods of representation in predicate calculus
proves fo be a handicap. Still complicaling is the fact that it is of first order
and causes problems wilh regard lo meta-knowl€dge.
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(iii) Frames play an important paft in modelling highly declarative aspecrs. This
mode of representation is based on the idea that human beings perceive their
environment in contexts. In addition to certain characteristics of these
contexts the relevanl procedural knowledge is also handled. lnitially, frames
arose from an extension of semantic nel$orks which are nol based on a
procedural inlerpretation (Minsky [9]). The fundamental nolions are inhed-
tance and default reasoning- Although (or because) vinually all aspects can
be expressed by frames there is still considerable lack of experience 1() use
ftames efficiently. These points need much more consideration.

Along \r.ith the idea of message passing as a procedural environment for
frames the concept of objecl-oriented and programming was created. Todav
främes are quite often preferred to production rules and predicate calculus
because they allow to integrate a natural mode of description of declaralive
knowledge into an established concept meeting the demands resulting from
Software Engineering. particularly during the encoding stagc. Using objecF
orienl€d concepts, notions like modularity and infomation hiding can be
consistently realiz€d. The most popular implementatiol of this programming
style is Smalitalk-8o by Xerox PARC (coldberg er al. [5]).

For quite a long time no1 enough importance was attached to these
aspects. which becomes apparent when one considers languages such as
OPS-5 or PROLOG. The absence of any explicit menns of structuring in
these systems has tumed out 1() be an unacceptable obstacle lbr the manage-
men! of large-scale applications (e.g. if several people cooperale in one
protecl). Meanwhile modular conceprs (M-PROLOG) modelled after proce-
dural programming languages (MODULA-2) or world conc€pts (MULTI-
LOG) (Kaufmann et al. [7]) adapted more srronglv to rhe logic background
have reached a higher level of popularity.

Also with respect to knowledge representation frame-based systems have
an advantage over production rule-based or logic-based systems. Parlicularly
in plannitg and configuration systems the problem oi adequately repre-
senting the central object, the plan, is a difficult task_ In his article on frames
Minsky refers to the fact that the complexity of configuration tasks can be
reduced by means of efficient assumptions. so-called default values. These
are parameterc of the plan which are given values in advance and enable one
to define the remaining paramelers under adequate restrictions. Only a later
contradiction results in a $,ithdrawal and change of these parametem.

All Expert Systems have in common the necessity !o represenl strategic
knowledge, generally known as meta-knowledge. As this meta-knowledge has
a plaoning character even in diagnostic systems, frame-based knowledge
r€presentation is a great help. Therefore the structuring possibilities provided
by frames are essential also in diagnoslic systems.



(iv) In order to improve, respectively to increase the expressiveness of production
rule systems" the possibilities of structuring, hybrid systems (LOOPS, KEE,
BABYLON etc.) have been created and made available to designers of
Expert Systems. Essentially, all systems proceed ftom an object'odented
basis and add rules, logic and//or functional elements. Here the main
disadvantage is a lacking support for choosing an adequate mode of repre-
sentation and Jumping to another mode if the situation indicates this.

2.2. ADVANTAGES OF EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGI] REPRESENTATION

Comparing conventional programming languages and explicit knowledge rep-
resentation we observe the following differences (as fat as soltware is concerned):
As shown in fig. l. the use oI AI methods reduces the encoded and therefore
invarianl part of the system. In additiot to the knowledge representation mecha-
nisms and the inferential component there are conventional programs, e.g. mask
or file managers,

In the case of AI methods the explicit knowledge takes up by far the biggest
part of the system. Here a fixed component of the syslem is represented in a way
which is directly accessible to the user (respectively to the expert). Thus the
expert's assistance in the d€sign or modification of the system in order to adapt it
to changing demands can be simplified.

Another advantage is the availability of knowledge in order to generate
explanations automatically. Even a simple trace of the .ules applied in a produc-
lion rule system can explain much belter the process of problem solving in the
slstem than a register dump or a procedure lrace o[ a convenlional system. Th€
information given to a user can vary according to the respeclive user t\De in the
kind of detaiis and emphasis given. This makes il possible to get more sophisti
cated explanations which have very little in cotnmon with the dumps or traces
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Fig.1. Compdson of onvenrional sirb AI planning syslems.
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mertioned above. The requirement for this ability is not only given by the loss of
the black box character which causes an increasing degree of acceptance. In
addition the system allows to check the results in dom:rins requiing reliablc
security standards (medicine. process engineering etc.).

Knowledge representation- considered as a very highJelel programming lan-
guage. has still further advanlages:

Most representalion methods have a special expressive power. which permits to
design programming systems with a great variety oi functions. This is the relson
for their high level of nexibilily i.e. these systems can be epplied to a *ide range
of particular problems. The price 1C) pay is a loss of performance. This effect has
only partially been compensated bv more efficienl hardware. It should be
emphasized that in Rxpert Systems parts of the tasks should be handled b1
conventional progr.rms $'henever this is compatible with the rest of the system.

Due to the declaratjve character of Expert Systems the development of large
syslems can be supported by an incremenlal design process. Whereas the conven-
tional procedure requires a system specificalion on thc qholc range of luDctions
and later changes in the design or even encoding phase turn oul 1() be expensive.
The conccpl of protot.vping plays an important role in Experl S.vstems. Here we
refer to a program developmenl which provides a preliminary versirx which is
gradually extended. For that purpose especiall_\' the already existing conlponents
of the svstem can be used.

3, Examples

A nide range of applicatiol1s for planning s.vstems can be found in construc-
tion, production planning and quality control. The t\\o Expert Syslems presented
In  the  l o l l os ing  can  b r  p laced  i n  l hc \<  (d t (gu r ie \ .

IDA, an Experl S.vstem $hich supports the conceptional slage of conslruolion
in Mechanical Engineering, and LESP. A learring syslem scrling to generate
inspection plans have been developed in the Laboralorium tür Wcrkzcu8-
maschinen und Betriebslehre (WZL) at the Technische Hochschule Aachen
(Ahhoff [1]. Kralz [6]). The IDA project is now continued in a joined research
prdect (SFB 314) el thc University of Kaisefilaulem in cooperation $ith the
WZL, LESP 2 is continued togethe. wirh the PFAFF conlpany a! Kaise$laulern.
Bolh systems put differenl demands on kno\\,lcdge represenlalion mechanisms
which range. however. within the above-mentioned scope.

3,]. I-F-SP 2 A LEARNING SYSTEM FOR INSPECTION PLAN GENER{T]O\

lnspection planning includes all operations needed to plan tests which arc
economicaliy necessary to ensure the quality of a producl. ln qualit) conlrol thc
term inspeclion planning slands fo. developing inspection plans. planning inspec-
tion devices. determining inspectior characleristics. lesl methods, instants of
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inspection, test costs, test data processing, and inspection place as well as the
demands for staff.

LESP 2 is conceived as an Expert System shell in the area of inspection
planning which allows (within a certain range) to produce quite easily specific
Expert Systems satisfying the needs of different applications. Therefore its
particular task is, in addition to modelling general mechanisms and knowledge, to
offer the possibility of integrating specific knowledge and data of a particular
company into the system. Access to these data is provided best by a suitable data
bank connection. For the integration of domain specific knowledge it is essential
that LESP 2 has explicitly represented the adequate structures and mechanisms.
Only in this way one can get acc€ss to the semantic contelts of the problems.

The representation in LESP 2 includes general knowledge about insp€ction
planning, knowledge about the pdncipal way developing a plan (e.9. a simple
modelling of time and sequencing conditions), and knowledge about taking
advantage of analogous situations. Thus LESP 2 orientates towards the
VDIIVDEIDGQ slandard 2619 (VDI [14]) about inspection planning. Its target
is to structure the various problems, to standardie concepts and to obtain a
widÜ accept€d inspection procedure.

Mormver. LESP 2 offers the possibility of integrating specific knowledge
structures and domain dependent methods. These are for instance general guide-
lines for inspection planning, specific instructions for the particular field of
production uüder consideration, the classification of the spectrum of products,
the empirical knowledge of the person involved in inspection planning or produc-
tion scheduling as well as particular company interval methods of taking ad-
vantage of similadties and analogies.

The procedure in LESP 2 js subdivided by the cycles of the operation sheet
corresponding to lhe inspection plan. For every edited cycle the system suggest
the corresponding inspection steps. If this cycle is accomplished through modifi-
cation of another one carried ou1 earlier LESP 2 directly generates an inspection
step by analogy. Thus the similarity of the cycles is used to reduce the search
spac€ of the possible inspection steps. This, however, requires knowledge about
the relations between all the cycles. The demands made on LESP 2 with respect
to knowledge representation result in the possibility of adequately representing
knowledge about inspeclion planning and the relations of the different cycles by
production rules, whereas the structudng of this knowledge is achieved by the use
of frames. Thus, e.g. a cycle is interpreted as a ftame with knowledge about the
relevant qualily requirements and characteristics. The knowledge about similari-
ties and the company dependent spectrum of products is modelled in object
hierarchies.

It should have become clear that realizing LESP 2 by conventional represen-
tation mechanisms would be very time-consuming. Nevertheless LESP 2 is
dependent on the integration of the efficiency provided by a (conventional) data
base svstem.
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:].2. IDA A SYSTEM FOR FINDING FUNCTIONS AND SOLUTIONS IN ']ONSTRUCTION

The purpose of the IDA proJect is to support in mechanical engineering the
stage of design named "conception", in which functions and technical realiza-
tions are determined. First a detailed functional description of the object to be
designed is generated. This descriptiotr has to meel c€rtain requirements- Subse-
quently, on this basis, the system searches for technical realizations for the
corresponding subfunctions. In doing so different levels of abslraction have to be
considered.

Here the fundamental problem is to restrict the cornplexity concerning the
choice of possible subfunctions and their technical reälizalions on the different
levels of specification by means of appropdate heudstics (use of particular
boundary conditions). Moreover, il appears difficuh to describe and to handle
dependencies among objects ol the same or different level of detail.

This problem description already makes the difficuities of an computer aided
approach using conventional programming apparent- Due to the possible altema-
tives of seleclion and combinatiol and the resulting interdependencics such an
approach has presently a very iimited chance of success. A further problem
originates lrom the ne€d for continuous updates of rhe fast growing technical
knowledge. Today conventional systems do not supply satisfactory suppofi in this
direction. These reason seem to justify an Al approach to problems dealing wilh
planning and configuration on different levels of abstraclion.

As in the LESP 2 system the realization is based on a hybrid mode of
.epresentation of the rel€vant design knowiedge. This is due to the fact that
neither an entirely ob.ject-oriented nor an exclusively rule-based representation
adequately mirrors the given knowledge structures:

The object-orienled representation serves to describe functions and technical
realizations in terms of their desired properties and restriotions-
The rule-based control sefles to guide the inferential process as $ell as to
represent dependencies among objects on the same or diflerenl levels of
abstraction. Here the choice of a particular obje,ct triggers off the applicalion
of a rule. An application of a rule changes lhe conditions and requiremenls on
certain objects of higher levels ol abstraction. i.e. rules modify the context of
objects.

The aclual state of specification is stored in a dl,namic data basis. If a new
object is generaled, then by means of adequate rules the actual context ol ä11
involved objects in the d),namic data basis is modified before another step of
specificalion is started.

It would be fatal to believe that a system as descdbed above could be realized
without consideration of its environment in construclion. So one has to support
in!€rfaces to database systems (containing technical realizations), to calculation
programs, and to CAD-systems. Only in combination uith these traditional
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systems an expert system like IDA can become a powerful tool \r.ithin the
conslruction process.

4. Prospects

As the second example has illustrated it is not sufficient to consider Expert
Systems in complete isolalion ftom other aspects onl) on an abstract and high
level as it has been done in the past. It is often rather necessary to make use of
certain fast algorithms. data base operations or conventional C).R. programs.
Such a system then requires interfeces between its compo[ents.

The speed of the conventional algodthms is due to the fact that a compara-
tively great number of operations is carried out in a uniform and possibly parallel
way. The problems arising from applications usually do not inmediately allow to
separate such a uniform part. There are two approaches which offer themselves to
solve such problems:
1) The algorithm is called by the system to deal with a non-uniform question; the

result is usually a severe reduction of lhe efficiency.
2) The system calls the algorithm 10 solve a modilied and a more uniform

problem which can be efficiently solved by this algorithm and is still useful for
the main task.

The main problem is to subdivide the original lask into parts, such that
classical algorithms can be applied as indicaled in 2).

Along wilh an increasing application of Expert Syslems in real situalions this
type of interface queslions and the adequate distribution of tasks will become
more and more essential. The actual stale of the art in this area is, however, still
very dissatisfying. Only the connection to data bases shows some initial progress
(Spieker [13]). Nevertheless. the future possibilities of applying Expert Systems
will decisively be in{luenced by such developments.
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